
50 Disassembly and assembly
Undercarriage and frame

Removal and installation of counterweight assembly [For machines with
additional counterweight] (PC138-H700-924-K-00-A)

kk Place the machine on a level ground, lower
the work equipment to the ground, and stop
the engine.

kk Place the lock lever in LOCK position.

kk Turn the battery disconnect switch to OFF
position, and remove the key.

Removal (PC138-H700-520-K-00-A)

1. Remove rearview camera assembly.

1) Insert flat-head screwdriver [1] to the hole of
cover (1) and remove cover (1) while
pressing the internal claw.

a The claw of cover (1) is made of plastic,
so be careful not to break it when
removing.

2) Remove bolts (2) to remove cover (3).

3) Disconnect connector A40 (4).
4) Remove bolt (5), and rearview camera

assembly (6).

2. Remove covers (7) and (8) on the top of the
engine.

3. Remove bolts (9) (2 pieces) and move fuel main
filter (10) to the engine side.

4. Disconnect hose (11).
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5. Remove caps (2 pieces) on top of the additional
counterweight assembly.

6. By using eyebolts (M20 x 2.5) (2 pieces), sling
the additional counterweight assembly.

7. Remove mounting bolts (12) and (12-1) (width
across flats of each bolt: 55 mm), and sling
additional counterweight assembly (13) to
remove it. [*1]

4 Additional counterweight assembly
(13):

510 kg

8. Remove caps (2 pieces) on top of the
counterweight assembly.

9. By using eyebolts (M36 x 3.0) (3 pieces), sling
the counterweight assembly.

10.Remove mounting bolt (14) (width across flats:
65 mm), and sling counterweight assembly (15)
to remove it. [*2]

a To prevent interference with the machine,
slide the counterweight assembly backward
and horizontally at first, and sling it.

4 Counterweight assembly (15):

3,100 kg

Installation (PC138-H700-720-K-00-A)

• Perform installation in the reverse order of
removal.

[*1]

a Install additional counterweight assembly
according to the following procedure.

1. Attach X and Y surfaces to the insert boss of the
counterweight.

2. Lightly tighten mounting bolts (12-1) on the
upper surface.

2 Mounting bolt (12-1):

Adhesive (LT-2)
3. Adjust the position so that clearance (a) is 10 ± 3

mm and tighten mounting bolt (12) on the side.

2 Mounting bolt (12):

Adhesive (LT-2)

3 Mounting bolt (12):

1,860 to 3,040 Nm {190 to 310 kgm}
4. Tighten mounting bolts (12-1).

3 Mounting bolt (12-1):

1,860 to 3,040 Nm {190 to 310 kgm}
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[*2]

a Install counterweight assembly (15) so that the
front and rear clearance of revolving frame (16)
is as the following dimension.

• Left side clearance (b) = 11 ± 3 mm
• Right side clearance (c) = 19 ± 3 mm

2 Mounting bolt (14):

Adhesive (LT-2)

3 Mounting bolt (14):

3,430 to 4,212 Nm {350 to 430 kgm}

(Target: 3,626 Nm {370 kgm})

a Adjust the mounting positions of the covers (17)
and (18) on both sides so that the step of
counterweight assembly (15) in rightward and
leftward direction is 5 ± 2 mm.
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Hydraulic system

Hydraulic system (ALL-C000-001-K-50-A)

Removal and installation of center swivel joint assembly (PC220-J8E0-924-K-00-A)

kk Park the machine on a level ground, lower
the work equipment to the ground, and stop
the engine.

kk Release the remaining pressure in the
hydraulic circuit. For details, see Testing and
adjusting, "Releasing remaining pressure
from hydraulic circuit".

a Note connector numbers and installed positions
before disconnecting wiring and hoses.

a Fit a plug or flange in the place of the hydraulic
hose is disconnected from to prevent oil from
flowing out.

Removal (PC138-J8E0-520-K-00-A)

1. Remove mounting bolts (1) (5 pieces) to remove
step (2).

2. Remove mounting bolts (3) (2 pieces) to remove
inspection cover (4).

3. Remove attachment circuit return filter assembly
(5) together with the bracket.

a Filter (5) is only for the machines equipped
with the attachment.

4. Disconnect hoses (7) to (10) between R.H travel
motor and center swivel joint.

5. Disconnect hoses (11) to (14) between L.H
travel motor and center swivel joint.

6. Remove elbow (6).
7. Disconnect hose (15) between the blade and

center swivel joint.

a Hose (15) is only for machines with blade.

8. Remove drain hose (16).
9. Remove hose (17) (4 pieces) between the

control valve and center swivel joint.
10.Remove hose (18) (2 pieces) between the

control valve and center swivel joint.

a Hose (18) is only for machines with blade.

11.The cotter pin that installs plate (19) is on the
back side of A portion. Remove the cotter pin to
disconnect plate (19) from the center swivel joint
assembly (20).

a Remove the cotter pin only on the center
swivel joint side.

12.Disconnect hose (21) from the solenoid valve.
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13.Remove mounting bolts (22) (4 pieces), sling
center swivel joint assembly (20), and remove it.
[*1]

4 Center swivel joint assembly:

30 kg (standard specification)

45 kg (machines with blade)

Installation (PC138-J8E0-720-K-00-A)

• Perform installation in the reverse order of
removal.

[*1]

2 Mounting bolt threads:

Adhesive (LT-2)

3 Mounting bolt of center swivel joint
assembly:

98.0 to 123.0 Nm {10.0 to 12.5 kgm}

a Refill with oil to the specified level through the oil
filler port. Run the engine to circulate the oil
through the piping. Then check the oil level
again.

5 Hydraulic tank:

69 ll (specified capacity: 120 ll For details,
see "Table of fuel, coolant and
lubricants")

a Bleeding air (hydraulic system)

Bleed air from the hydraulic pump circuit. For
details, see Testing and adjusting, "Bleeding air
from hydraulic system".
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Disassembly and assembly of center swivel joint assembly (PC138-J8E0-926-K-00-A)

a Special tools

Sym-
bol Part No. Part name

N
ec
es
si
ty

Q
'ty

T

790-101-2501 Push puller q 1
790-101-2510 • Block 1
790-101-2520 • Screw 1
790-101-2540 • Washer 1
791-112-1180 • Nut 1
790-101-2630 • Leg 2
790-101-2570 • Washer 4
790-101-2560 • Nut 2
790-101-2650 • Adapter 2

Disassembly (PC138-J8E0-530-K-00-A)

1. Remove cover (1).
2. Remove snap ring (2).
3. Pull out swivel rotor (4) and ring (3) from swivel

shaft (5) by using tool T.
4. Remove O-ring (6) and slipper seal (7) from the

swivel shaft.

Assembly (PC138-J8E0-710-K-00-A)

1. Install slipper seal (7) and O-ring (6) to swivel
rotor (4).

2. Set swivel shaft (5) to the block and install swivel
rotor (4) by using the push tool while tapping it
by using a hammer.

2 Mating surfaces of rotor and shaft

Grease (G2-LI)

a Be careful not to damage slipper seal (7) and
O-ring (6) when installing the rotor.

3. Install ring (3) and fix it with snap ring (2).
4. Install cover (1) together with the O-ring.

3 Mounting bolt:

31.3 ± 2.9 Nm {3.2 ± 0.3 kgm}
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Removal and installation of hydraulic tank assembly (PC138-PM30-924-K-00-A)

a Special tools

Sym-
bol Part No. Part name

N
ec
es
si
ty

Q
'ty

R
1 796-460-1210 Oil stopper q 1
2 22B-60-31161 Adapter q 1

kk Place the machine on a level ground, lower
the work equipment to the ground, and stop
the engine.

kk Set the lock lever in LOCK position.

kk Release the remaining pressure in the
hydraulic circuit referring to Testing and
adjusting, "Releasing remaining pressure
from hydraulic system".

Removal (PC138-PM30-520-K-00-A)

1. Loosen drain plug (1) to drain the hydraulic oil.
[*1]

6 Hydraulic tank:

69 ll

a When using tools R1 and R2, remove the
hydraulic tank strainer and stop the draining
oil by using the tools R1 and R2.

2. Disconnect sensor (2).

3. Remove mounting bolts (3) (4 pieces) to
disconnect suction hose (4) from the main
pump.

4. Remove the fuel tank. For details, see "Removal
and installation of fuel tank assembly".

5. Loosen clamp (5) and disconnect wiring harness
(6).

6. Disconnect hose (7).

7. Disconnect hoses (7) to (15) at the front of the
hydraulic tank.

a Hose (15) is only for the machines ready for
installation of attachment.

8. Disconnect hose (16) between the oil coolers.

a Disconnect hose clamps (17).
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9. Disconnect breather hose (18) on the right side
of the hydraulic tank.

10.Remove step (19).

11.Remove mounting bolts (25) (6 pieces) to
remove bracket (24) at the rear of the hydraulic
tank.

12.Remove mounting bracket (26) at the front of the
fuel tank.

13.Remove mounting bolts (20) (4 pieces) from the
bottom of the machine. [*2]

14.Sling hydraulic tank assembly (21) and remove
it. Put it on the block, etc.

a Move the assembly to the fuel tank side
before slinging, and pay attention to safety in
the surrounding area of the suction hose
when slinging.

4 Hydraulic tank assembly:

110 kg
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15.Remove clamp (22) and disconnect suction
hose (23). [*3]

Installation (PC138-PM30-720-K-00-A)

• Perform installation in the reverse order of
removal.

[*1]

a Check that the drain plug is tightened before
refilling.

a Refill with oil to the specified level through the oil
filler port. Run the engine to circulate the oil
through the piping. Then check the oil level
again.

5 Hydraulic tank:

69 ll (specified capacity: 120 ll For details,
see "Table of fuel, coolant and
lubricants")

3 Drain plug:

58.8 to 78.4 Nm {6.0 to 8.0 kgm}

[*2]

3 Mounting bolt:

245 to 309 Nm {25.0 to 31.5 kgm}

[*3]

a Be sure to use new MIKALOR clamp.

a Align hose to its original position (marked
position).

a Reference

Air hose insertion length

• Tank side: 92 mm
• Pump side: 85 mm

a Set bridge (BR) under clamp mounting bolt, and
adjust overlap (b) between bridge (BR) and
band to Min. 5 mm.

• b dimension: Min. 5 mm

2 Clamp tightening bolt threaded portion
(BC):

Lubricating oil (ThreeBond PANDO18B)

a Impact wrench is not allowed to use.

• When reusing hose

a Align clamp position to trace of clamp left on
hose.

3 Clamp bolt:

Min. 6 Nm {0.6 kgm}
• When hose is new

a Tighten it until dimension BDG becomes as
shown below.

• BDG: 14 to 17 mm
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Removal and installation of main pump assembly (PC138-C200-924-K-00-A)

a Special tools

Sym-
bol Part No. Part name

N
ec
es
si
ty

Q
'ty

R
1 796-460-1210 Oil stopper q 1
2 22B-60-31161 Adapter q 1

kk Place the machine on a level ground, lower
the work equipment to the ground, and stop
the engine.

kk Set the lock lever in LOCK position.

kk Release the remaining pressure in the
hydraulic circuit referring to Testing and
adjusting, "Releasing remaining pressure
from hydraulic system".

kk Turn the battery disconnect switch to OFF
position, and remove the key.

Removal (PC138-C200-520-K-00-A)

1. Loosen drain plug (1) to drain the hydraulic oil.
[*1]

6 Hydraulic tank:

69 ll

a When using tools R1 and R2, remove the
hydraulic tank strainer and stop the draining
oil by using the tools R1 and R2.

2. Open the cover at the rear right of the machine,
remove rubber cover (3) of KDOC muffler and
heat insulation plate (4).

3. Disconnect clamp (5).
4. Remove mounting bolts (6) (4 pieces) to

disconnect the fuel main filter and bracket
assembly (7).

a Move the fuel main filter and bracket
assembly away to a position where they are
not obstacles.

5. Disconnect oil filter and bracket assembly (8).

a Move the oil filter and bracket assembly
away to a position where they are not
obstacles.

6. Disconnect travel alarm connector M14 (9).
7. Disconnect fuel prefilter assembly (10) and

travel alarm assembly (11) together with the
bracket.

a Disconnect bolt (12) of the hose clamp.
8. Disconnect reservoir tank assembly (13).
9. Disconnect oil filler hose (14) of PTO gear case.
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10.Disconnect EPC solenoid wiring connector V11
(15) and oil temperature sensor wiring connector
P22 (16).

11.Disconnect hoses (17) to (22).

a Record the installed positions of the hoses.

12.Remove mounting bolts (23) (4 pieces) to
disconnect suction tube (24) from main pump
(25).

13.Remove water drain tube (26) of KDOC muffler.

a The tube is inserted only. Therefore, pull out
it directly downward. Do not pull out forcibly.
Otherwise, the insertion hole may be
damaged.

14.Remove undercover (27).

15.Loosen drain plug (29) of PTO gear case (28)
and drain the power train oil. [*2]

6 PTO gear case:

0.75 ll

16.Disconnect clamps (30) and (31).

a To remove mounting bolt on the bottom of the
main pump easily.
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17.Remove the main pump according to the
following procedure.

1) Sling main pump (25) by using wire rope [1],
etc. to remove mounting bolts (33) (11
pieces).

a By covering the sides of KDOC muffler by
using the template, etc., the muffler can
be protected from damages.

2) Sling main pump (25) and slowly disconnect
it from the engine.

4 Main pump assembly:

110 kg

3) Move the main pump forward up to the
position where wire rope [1] almost contacts
the counterweight.

4) Pull up main pump (25) by using chain block
[2] and loosen wire rope [1].

5) Remove wire rope [1] from main pump (25).

6) Install wire rope [1] from outside of the
counterweight to main pump (25).

a Put template [3], etc. to protect the
counterweight from damages by the wire
rope.

7) Move it outside up to the position where
chain block [2] almost contacts the
counterweight.

8) Slowly lower it by using chain block [2] and
remove the chain block from the main pump
(25).

9) Lower the main pump (25) on the block, etc. ,
and remove it.
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Installation (PC138-C200-720-K-00-A)

• Perform installation in the reverse order of
removal.

[*1]

a Check that the drain plug is tightened before
refilling.

a Refill with oil to the specified level through the oil
filler port. Run the engine to circulate the oil
through the piping. Then check the oil level
again.

5 Hydraulic tank:

69 ll (specified capacity: 120 ll For details,
see "Table of fuel, coolant and
lubricants")

[*2]

5 PTO gear case:

0.75 ll

6 PTO gear case drain plug:

26.5 to 43.1 Nm {2.7 to 4.4 kgm}

a Bleeding air (hydraulic system)

Bleed air from the hydraulic pump circuit. For
details, see Testing and adjusting, "Bleeding air
from hydraulic system".
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	Failure code [DW45KB] Swing Brake Sol Short Circuit 
	Failure code [DW91KA] Travel Junction Sol Open Circuit 
	Failure code [DW91KB] Travel Junction Sol Short Circuit 
	Failure code [DWA2KA] Attachment Sol Open Circuit 
	Failure code [DWA2KB] Attachment Sol Short Circuit 
	Failure code [DWJ0KA] Merge-divider Sol Open Circuit 
	Failure code [DWJ0KB] Merge-divider Sol Short Circuit 
	Failure code [DXA8KA] PC-EPC Sol Open Circuit 
	Failure code [DXA8KB] PC-EPC Sol Short Circuit 
	Failure code [DXE4KA] Attachment Flow EPC Open Circuit 
	Failure code [DXE4KB] Attachment Flow EPC Short Circuit 
	Failure code [DY20KA] Wiper Working Abnormality 
	Failure code [DY20MA] Wiper Parking Abnormality 
	Failure code [DY2CKB] Washer Drive Short Circuit 
	Failure code [DY2DKB] Wiper Drive (Fwd) Short Circuit 
	Failure code [DY2EKB] Wiper Drive (Rev) Short Circuit 

	Troubleshooting of electrical system (E-mode) 
	E-1 Engine does not start (Engine does not crank) 
	E-2 Manual preheating system does not work 
	E-3 While preheating is working, preheating monitor does not light up 
	E-4 When starting switch is turned to ON position, machine monitor displays nothing 
	E-5 When starting switch is turned to ON position (with engine stopped), engine oil level monitor lights up in yellow 
	E-6 Engine coolant temperature monitor lights up in white while engine is running 
	E-7 Hydraulic oil temperature monitor lights up in white while engine is running 
	E-8 Charge level monitor lights up while engine is running 
	E-9 Fuel level monitor lights up in red while engine is running 
	E-10 Engine coolant temperature monitor lights up in red while engine is running 
	E-11 Hydraulic oil temperature monitor lights up in red while engine is running 
	E-12 Engine oil pressure monitor lights up in red while engine is running 
	E-13 Fuel gauge display does not move from minimum or maximum 
	E-14 Fuel gauge indicates incorrect amount (indicates neither full nor empty) 
	E-15 Engine coolant temperature gauge display does not move from minimum or maximum 
	E-16 Engine coolant temperature gauge indicates incorrect temperature (indicates neither minimum nor maximum) 
	E-17 Hydraulic oil temperature gauge does not move from minimum or maximum 
	E-18 Hydraulic oil temperature gauge indicates incorrect temperature (indicates neither minimum nor maximum) 
	E-19 Some areas of machine monitor screen are not displayed 
	E-20 Function switch does not work 
	E-21 Automatic warm-up system does not operate (in cold season) 
	E-22 Auto-deceleration monitor does not light up, or does not go out, while auto-deceleration switch is operated 
	E-23 Auto-deceleration function does not operate or is not canceled while lever is operated 
	E-24 Working mode selection screen is not displayed while working mode selector switch is operated 
	E-25 Setting of engine and hydraulic pump is not changed while working mode is changed 
	E-26 Travel speed monitor does not change while travel speed switch is operated 
	E-27 Travel speed does not change while travel speed selection is changed 
	E-28 Alarm buzzer does not stop sounding 
	E-29 Service meter is not displayed, while starting switch is in OFF position 
	E-30 Service mode cannot be selected 
	E-31 Any of work equipment, swing and travel does not work 
	E-32 Any of work equipment, swing and travel cannot be locked 
	E-33 Upper structure does not swing while swing parking brake cancel switch is set to CANCEL position 
	E-34 Swing brake does not operate while swing parking brake cancel switch is set to NORMAL position 
	E-35 Alarm does not sound during travel 
	E-36 Alarm does not stop sounding while machine is stopped 
	E-37 Horn does not sound 
	E-38 Horn does not stop sounding 
	E-39 Wiper monitor does not light up, or does not go out, while wiper switch is operated 
	E-40 Wiper does not operate while wiper switch is operated 
	E-41 Window washer does not operate while window washer switch is operated 
	E-42 Boom Lower is not displayed correctly with monitoring function 
	E-43 Arm OUT is not displayed correctly with monitoring function 
	E-44 Arm IN is not displayed correctly with monitoring function 
	E-45 Boom Raise is not displayed correctly with monitoring function 
	E-46 Bucket Curl is not displayed correctly with monitoring function 
	E-47 Bucket Dump is not displayed correctly with monitoring function 
	E-48 Swing is not displayed correctly with monitoring function 
	E-49 Travel is not displayed correctly with monitoring function 
	E-50 Service is not displayed correctly with monitoring function 
	E-51 Attachment hydraulic circuit cannot be changed 
	E-52 KOMTRAX system does not operate normally 

	Troubleshooting of hydraulic and mechanical system (H-mode) 
	Information described in troubleshooting table (H-mode) 
	System chart of hydraulic and mechanical systems 
	Failure mode and cause table 
	H-1 All of work equipment, swing and travel operation lacks speed or power 
	H-2 Engine speed drops significantly or engine stalls 
	H-3 Any of work equipment, swing and travel does not work 
	H-4 Unusual sound is heard from around hydraulic pump 
	H-5 Fine control performance or response is poor 
	H-6 Boom speed or power is low 
	H-7 Arm speed or power is low 
	H-8 Bucket speed or power is low 
	H-9 Work equipment does not move in single operation 
	H-10 Hydraulic drift of boom is large 
	H-11 Hydraulic drift of arm is large 
	H-12 Hydraulic drift of bucket is large 
	H-13 Time lag of work equipment is large 
	H-14 In combined operation of work equipment , equipment having heavier load moves slower 
	H-15 In combined operation of swing and boom RAISE, boom rising speed is low 
	H-16 In combined operation of swing and travel, travel speed drops largely 
	H-17 Machine does not travel straight 
	H-18 Travel speed is slow 
	H-19 Machine is hard to steer or travel power is low 
	H-20 Travel speed does not change, or travel speed is too slow or fast 
	H-21 One of tracks does not run 
	H-22 Upper structure does not swing to the right or left 
	H-23 Upper structure swing only to the right or left 
	H-24 Swing acceleration or swing speed is low in both directions (right and left) 
	H-25 Swing acceleration performance is poor or swing speed is slow in only one direction 
	H-26 Upper structure overruns excessively when it stops swinging (both right and left) 
	H-27 Upper structure overruns excessively when it stops swinging (either right or left) 
	H-28 Shock is large when upper structure stops swinging 
	H-29 Large unusual noise is heard when upper structure stops swinging 
	H-30 Swing drift on a slope is large while swing parking brake is applied 
	H-31 Swing drift on a slope is large while swing parking brake is released 
	H-32 Attachment hydraulic circuit cannot be changed while attachment is installed 
	H-33 Oil flow in attachment circuit cannot be controlled 

	Troubleshooting of engine (S-mode) 
	Information mentioned in troubleshooting table (S mode) 
	S-1 Engine does not crank when starting switch is turned to START position 
	S-2 Engine cranks but no exhaust smoke comes out 
	S-3 Fuel is being injected but engine does not start (misfiring: engine cranks but does not start) 
	S-4 Engine startability is poor 
	S-5 Engine does not pick up smoothly 
	S-6 Engine stops during operation 
	S-7 Engine runs rough or is unstable 
	S-8 Engine lacks power 
	S-9 Exhaust smoke is black 
	S-10 Engine oil consumption is excessive 
	S-11 Oil becomes contaminated quickly 
	S-12 Fuel consumption is excessive 
	S-13 Oil is in coolant (or coolant spurts or coolant level goes down) 
	S-14 Oil pressure drops 
	S-15 Fuel mixes into engine oil 
	S-16 Water mixes into engine oil (milky) 
	S-17 Coolant temperature rises too high (overheating) 
	S-18 Unusual noise is heard 
	S-19 Vibration is excessive 
	S-20 Air cannot be bled from fuel circuit 
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